THE NEW ODYSSEY
Built with your loved ones in mind. The Odyssey delivers practical
technology and conveniences that keep your family connected and
comfortable. Made to move a crowd and designed to impress, the
Odyssey is as sleek as it is practical.

International model and specifications quoted. Local specification may vary.

SMOOTH
& POWERFUL
ACCELERATION
The Honda Odyssey is full of surprises.
Sophistication and innovation meets comfort. And
that’s on top of its amazingly agile handling that
delivers a smooth ride and a joyful drive. So treat
yourself, and your family, to a first-class people
mover and all the joy that comes with it.
Because the Honda Odyssey is here to not only
surprise, but delight you.

GESTURE
CONTROLLED
POWER
SLIDING DOORS
Wave hello (or goodbye) and the sliding doors will respond
by automatically opening or closing. Unloading has never
been easier. You can open and close the power slide door by
holding your hand over the light on the door and moving left
and right. If you touch the light during opening and closing
operation, you can stop the power slide door halfway.

DESIGNER
INTERIOR
The interior of the new Odyssey is
beautifully simple and incredibly
comfortable, with soft-touch materials and
clear displays. A new digital driver display
and 8" Advanced Display Audio
touchscreen allow you to view essential
information quickly and easily.
The remarkable feeling of space is
accentuated by the sleek dashboard with
ergonomically designed controls and a
wide, unimpeded view of the road.

International model and specifications shown. Local specification may vary.

COMFORTABLE
AND VERSATILE
We love to challenge, to question, always pushing for better,
never standing still. The Odyssey is the embodiment of
Honda's ideas 'filled with ingenuity for all passenger comfort'
a spacious room that spreads out inside a smart body.
Designed for ultimate comfort, the two luxurious chairs recline
so your passengers can travel from point a to point b in firstclass. They also slide together for enhanced access to the
third row, or apart to create a handy centre aisle that further
elevates the sense of spaciousness*.
You pack a lot into your life, so we designed an interior
that could fit it all in. That’s why in the Odyssey you’ll find a
surprisingly large accessories box upfront and handy pockets
and holders throughout the interior - to keep all that stuff safe
and sound.
7 or 8 Seat models available to suit your family.
International model and specifications shown, local specification may vary. *Premium Grade.

International model and specifications quoted. Local specification may vary.

HONDA SENSING

LANE KEEP ASSIST (LKAS)

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING (LDW)

Honda’s Lane Keep Assist System reduces the strain of extended
driving by helping you maintain your lane position. If the vehicle
begins to leave the centre of a detected lane without signalling, the
steering automatically adjusts to keep you centred.

The windshield mounted camera identifies common safety markers,
like lane dividers and catseye markers and will issue an audio alert if
you are about to leave your lane without signalling.

COLLISION MITIGATION BRAKING SYSTEM (CMBS)

ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL (ACC)

The Odyssey incorporates a millimetre wave radar sensor, that helps
mitigate the severity of an unavoidable accident by automatically
applying strong brake pressure when needed.

The Odysseys onboard radar & camera sensors enable the Adaptive
Cruise Control to maintain a set following interval by automatically
adjusting your cruise control speed up or down when traffic is
detected.

ROAD DEPARTURE MITIGATION (RDM)

FORWARD COLLISION WARNING (FCW)

The Road Departure Mitigation system works in conjunction with the
Lane Departure Warning sensors to gently correct your course, via
steering and braking adjustments, in the event of the vehicle leaving
a detected lane.

The Honda Forward Collision Warning System uses a small camera,
mounted at the top of the windshield, to determine if you are at risk
of a collision with another vehicle. The system issues audio and visual
signals, and will automatically apply brake pressure should you fail
to react.

ODYSSEY
COLOURS

PLATINUM WHITE PEARL

PREMIUM SPARKLE BLACK PEARL

OBSIDIAN BLUE PEARL

PLATINUM METALLIC

PREMIUM SPARKLE BLACK PEARL

Model shown is the Odyssey Premium in Premium Sparkle Black Pearl

For more information, visit www.honda.co.nz or see your store or ambassador. Colours are indicative only. See your dealership for an accurate colour reference. All care is taken to ensure the accuracy of
this brochure at the time of publication. Specifications, features and model availability may change without notification. International imagery may be used in places, reflecting international specifications.
*Only iPhone 5 or newer with iOS 8.4 or later are compatible with Apple CarPlay. Apple CarPlay features, applications and services may not be available in all areas and are subject to change. To use
Android Auto™, you need to download the Android Auto™ app from Google Play™ to your smartphone. Only Android 5.0 (Lollipop) or later versions are compatible with Android Auto™. Android Auto™
availability is subject to change and may vary based on geographical location. Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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